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Artificially ordered Fe-Cu alloy superlattices on Cu„001….
I. Studies on the structural and magnetic properties

S. Sundar Manoharan,* M. Klaua, J. Shen, J. Barthel, H. Jenniches, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, Halle (Saale), D-06120, Germany

~Received 9 March 1998!

Metastable fcc Fe-Cu alloys in theL10 phase have been prepared by stacking one monolayer of Fe and one
monolayer of Cu alternately,@Fe~1 ML!/Cu~1 ML!#n ~wheren<25) onto a Cu~001! substrate using pulsed-
laser deposition. The observed reflection high-energy electron-diffraction oscillations for each Fe and Cu layer
and their growth mode as studied by scanning tunneling microscopy indicate a nearly layer-by-layer growth.
Alloys up to n522 ~22 bilayers! have fcc~001! structure, then change from fcc to bcc structure. Magnetic
hysteresis loops measured using the magneto-optical Kerr effect indicate that for 1<n<25 the films are
ferromagnetic with the easy axis of magnetization within the plane of the films. For the basic unit of double-
layer configuration a Curie temperature of 130 K is estimated. It increases linearly with the number of
stackings reaching a saturation value of 400 K at five double layers and beyond.@S0163-1829~98!03637-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Artificially grown, magnetic monatomic multilayers suc
as Fe-Au,1 Fe-Pt,2 and Fe-Cu~Ref. 3! systems are the low
thickness limit of a multilayer, consisting of alternate laye
of magnetic and nonmagnetic elements. Alternatively, th
may be viewed as ordered 1:1 alloys with a certain crys
line structure. Alloying effects on magnetism of transitio
metals has been a subject of long standing interest.4,5 In
many cases, the magnetic moment of the Fe atom is qui
reduced by alloying and the alloy system becomes nonm
netic. Experimental work on the extended miscibility of t
Fe-Cu system was performed on bulk solid samplesrapidly
quenchedfrom elevated temperatures.6 These studies were
successful in stabilizing up to 15 at. % of Cu in the bcc
matrix.7 The measured lattice parameters of these all
were shown to increase nearly linearly with the Cu cont
following Vegard’s law.8

Earlier observations on the FeCu alloy

Numerous efforts have been undertaken to stabilize s
solutions of Fe in Cu andvice versa. In the equilibrium state,
Fe and Cu have very small mutual solid solubility and fo
no intermetallic compounds, even though their atomic ra
are quite similar. This behavior is in accordance with t
positive value of the calculated heat of mixing between
and Cu. However, by usingvapor-quenchingmethods9,10

such as sputtering, which bypass the liquid phase, the s
miscibility can be extended, and a metastable FeCu s
solution can be formed over the entire range of composit
It has been reported that the Fe-rich samples are bcc
ferromagnetic. Alloys with more than 70% Cu are fcc a
appear to be paramagnetic. At elevated temperatures th
loys decompose into a Fe-rich bcc phase and a Cu-rich
phase. Samples of FexCu1002x produced byhigh rate sput-
tering indicate Fe-rich samples forx.75 to be in the bcc
structure, while the samples withx,60 are in the fcc struc-
ture.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~13!/8549~7!/$15.00
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In the past few years, much research has been perfor
on metastable FeCu alloys prepared viahigh-energy ball
milling11–13 ~HEBM! since it was shown that by this mean
the solubility of Fe in fcc Cu can be extended up to>60
at. %. This technique offers an alternative to rapid quench
techniques. Uenishiet al.14 report that the lattice paramete
of bcc and fcc HEBM metastable FeCu alloys increa
nearly linearly with increasing concentration of the dilu
elements, i.e., Cu in bcc Fe and Fe in fcc Cu reachin
maximum for Cu50Fe50. The same authors also have shown15

that the volume expansion is significantly larger in HEB
samples than in sputtered material indicating that the lo
structure must be different from those FeCu alloys produ
by quenching techniques. The alloying phenomenon in th
latter materials has been explained by Yavari, Desre,
Benameur16 to arise when small fragments obtain a critic
tip radius, where capillary forces bring about the dissolut
of the tip region, and the eventual mixing of one compon
into the other.

Epitaxial growth of alloys

In contrast to the above-mentioned techniques which
producingpolycrystallineor amorphousmetastable alloys, a
particular composition like Fe50Cu50 can be grown as a
single crystalline ordered alloy by means of epitaxiall
stacking monolayers of Fe and Cu alternately onto an ap
priate substrate. Recent development of sophisticated gro
techniques like pulsed-laser deposition~PLD! has made it
possible to fabricate materials that do not exist in nature. T
Fe50Cu50 alloy is such a system which is thermodynamica
unstable in bulk as inferred from the Fe-Cu phase diagr
near the equiatomic composition.17

In general, the feasibility of fabricating any epitaxial allo
system depends on the bulk properties of the constituen
ements. If the lattice misfit is not too large, epitaxy makes
possible to stabilizeg-Fe ~fcc! phase which otherwise exist
only above 1184 K. A Cu~001! single crystal is the substrat
of choice for pseudomorphic fcc Fe because a small nega
8549 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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8550 PRB 58S. SUNDAR MANOHARAN et al.
misfit ~'21%! forces an increased lattice spacing. Acco
ing to theab initio electronic structure calculation18 an in-
creased lattice constant may stabilize a ferromagnetic gro
state in the otherwise antiferromagnetic fcc Fe.

Another aspect of great relevance in constructing an F
epitaxially ordered alloy is the two-dimensional~2D! growth
mode. However, from thermodynamic reasons of surface
interface energies one cannot expect 2D growth. Even
kinetics of the normal thermal deposition have proved to
insufficient to overcome the thermodynamic limitation as
has been reported.19 In view of this, it is not surprising tha
the growth of Fe on Cu is experimentally difficult. Whil
thermal deposition of Fe on Cu~001! does not produce an
ideal 2D growth at monolayer thickness,20 its morphology
can be significantly improved by PLD.21 The momentaneou
deposition rate of PLD~which is typically 105 to 106 times
larger than that of the thermal deposition! provides a high
nucleation density thereby supporting 2D layer-by-lay
growth of Fe on Cu~001!. Since a layer-by-layer growth is a
essential prerequisite to construct such stacked Fe-Cu m
atomic multilayers, the PLD technique here is the method
choice.

In this paper we present a detailed investigation on
fabrication of monolayer superlattices of the orderedL10

phase of Fe and Cu deposited alternately on a Cu~001! sub-
strate~Fig. 1! at room temperature~RT! using pulsed-lase
deposition. The growth, morphology, and structure evolut
as the stacking increases will be presented based on re
tion high-energy electron-diffraction~RHEED!, scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM!, and low-energy electron
diffraction ~LEED! studies, respectively. The magnetic pro
erties have been monitored by magneto-optical Kerr ef
~MOKE! measurements. Spin-resolved electronic proper
and magnetic dichroism measurements are the subject
future paper.31

FIG. 1. Scheme of Fe and Cu monolayer stacking on Cu~001! in
the L10 structure. Note the evolution of the fcc FeCu alloy as
increase the number of monolayers. Cu, respectively, Fe is on to
the stack at every even, respectively, odd total number of mono
ers.
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GROWTH AND MORPHOLOGY

Growth conditions

The growth of each monolayer of Fe and Cu was mo
tored by means of typical RHEED oscillations~at 34 keV
beam energy with a glancing angle of about 2.5° in^100&
incidence!. The Fe-Cu multilayers were grown on a Cu~001!
substrate~miscut<0.1°! at room temperature in an ultrahig
vacuum system with a base pressure of 3310211 mbar
equipped with facilities forin situ RHEED, MOKE, STM,
and LEED. Care was taken to clean the Cu~001! substrate
with cycles of Ar1 sputtering and annealing at 600 °C un
an average terrace width of about 300 nm~locally varying
between 50 and 500 nm! was achieved as proven by STM
without any measurable quantities of contaminants by Au
electron spectroscopy.22

Prior to depositing monolayers of Fe and Cu, careful co
erage calibration was done for both PLD deposited Fe
Cu films separately at submonolayer thicknesses by tak
STM images at different points of the RHEED oscillations
ascertain whether the maxima in RHEED amplitudes do c
respond to one full monolayer or not. The necessity of t
rather tedious coverage estimation procedure is due to
fact that, for thermally deposited Fe films the medium
energy electron-diffraction oscillations23 show the first maxi-
mum only for 2 ML coverage since the first two layers d
not grow layer-by-layer. Contrary to that for the pulsed las
deposited films the individual growth mode of both Fe a
Cu layers proceeds in a layer-by-layer fashion. A KrF ex
mer laser (l5248 nm) with a fluence of 5 J/cm2, a pulse
length of 34 ns and a repetition rate of 5–7 Hz was emplo
for depositing the Fe and Cu monolayers alternately. T
average deposition rate has been established by setting
laser pulse repetition rate and ranges from 0.25 to 0.33 M
min whereas the instantaneous deposition rate durin
single pulse is controlled by the laser fluence and reac
approximately 105 ML/min, estimated from the pulse dura
tion taking into account a certain decay time of the plas
plume. Thus, within a single laser shot about 1/1000 o
monolayer is actually being deposited.@For comparison:
Thermal deposition experiments of Fe on Cu~Ref. 20! report
typical average5instantaneous deposition rates of 0.33–0
ML/min#. The pressure in the UHV chamber during the PL
deposition has been kept below 5310210 mbar.

Figure 2 shows typical RHEED oscillations for a 6 ML
Fe-Cu stacking. The first maximum corresponds to 1 ML
and the second maximum corresponds to the second l
completion by 1 ML Cu. At each maximum~as marked with
arrows! the laser target was changed manually within 6–
s. To maintain the required precision in layer filling durin
the whole course of multilayer stacking the average dep
tion rate had to be kept at about 200 s per 1 monolayer. N
that the deposition at room temperature results in a cont
ous decrease of the RHEED intensity although the layer-
layer sequential filling is maintained. Deposition at eleva
substrate temperatures was avoided because of possible
tual interdiffusion of Fe and Cu leading to mixed interfac
although it would improve the surface ordering. The RHEE
oscillations disappear when the total thickness approache
ML which coincides with the fcc to bcc structural transitio
~see below!.
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Morphological studies from STM images

Figures 3~a!–3~d! show the surface morphology of th
room-temperature-deposited multilayers. The STM ima
for each monolayer coverage were recorded on samples

FIG. 2. Typical RHEED oscillations for a 6 ML Fe-Cu stacking
on Cu~001! prepared by the PLD method. The first maximum co
responds to 1 ML filling of Fe and the second maximum to
filling of the next layer, i.e., 1 ML of Cu, and so forth. In
set: RHEED pattern before and after deposition.

FIG. 3. Surface topography of Fe-Cu multilayers deposited
Cu~001! at room temperature. All STM images were taken in t
constant current mode with sample bias of10.5–11.0 V and a
tunneling current of about 1 nA.~a! A 2 ML Fe-Cu film shows an
almost complete second layer~Cu, grey! coverage with very insig-
nificant parts of first layer~Fe, black!, and third layer~Cu, white!
exposed. ~b! and ~c! 8 and 18 ML films show a nearly layer-by
layer filling with only three topmost monatomic levels visible.~d!
A 50 ML film changes to a ridgelike morphology of enhanc
roughness with two 90° oriented domains.
s
ter

performing MOKE measurements. Accordingly each fi
has been exposed to thermal cycles in the temperature r
from 160 up to 450 K. In Fig. 3~a! the small black regions
correspond to the first deposited monolayer, i.e., Fe. G
regions correspond to Cu, the second ML. The analysis
dicates that.98% of the first monolayer~Fe! is covered by
the second layer~Cu!. An insignificant part of the first mono
layer ~,2%! remains exposed. A small coverage~,2%! of
Cu appearing as a third layer is evident from the whiter
lands which are visible. Figure 3~b! shows the situation for
an 8 ML film (n54 bilayers!, where the top layer is Cu
Although the difference in flatness between the 2 and 8
films is evident, the growth mode is still layer-by-layer sin
there are obviously only three monatomic levels present.
we proceed 18 ML@n59 bilayers, Fig. 3~c!# the morphology
changes only a little. The average island size around 18
becomes smaller. A comparison of Figs. 3~a!–3~c! and 3~d!
shows that a structural transition has occurred for a 50
~n525 bilayers! coverage. A closer look at the morpholog
of Fig. 3~d! shows a ridgelike appearance~90° oriented is-
lands! of this 50 ML film. A similar ridgelike morphology
has been observed for thermally deposited Fe on Cu~001!
after the structural phase transition from fcc to bcc.20 From
the measured thickness series we conclude that in our m
stable, ordered FeCu alloy the fcc to bcc transformation
curs between 44 (n522 bilayers! and 50 ML.

The ~rms! surface roughness during the monolayer sta
ing is shown as a function of total number of monolayers~Fe
and Cu alternately! in Fig. 4. The roughness tends to increa
between 2 and 10 ML and thence it seems to fluctuate aro
an average value of 0.14 nm. This trend in roughness inv
ing a maximum of three monatomic levels at any time
consistent with the observed nearly layer-by-layer growth
RT grown films. The emerging roughness with increas
monolayer stacking has been a point of sustained rese
effort to identify the causes and consequences of sur
roughening during epitaxial growth. Stochastic model24

have been popular in the recent past, but mean-fi
theories25 are adequate to describe the commonly obser
types of surface roughening,26 step bunching,27 or three-

n

FIG. 4. Plot of root mean square~rms! roughness versus mono
layer thickness as measured by STM. After an initial increase
roughness seems to approach an average of 0.14 nm.
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8552 PRB 58S. SUNDAR MANOHARAN et al.
dimensional island formation associated with either mi
strain relief28 or the presence of relatively high-energy ba
riers to interlayer atomic migration at step edges.29 In the
two alloy ordering experiments1,2 ~as in the present case!
roughening due to the strain relief seems to be more
dominant than the step bunching mechanism. There
growth-induced roughening which is a consequence of m
phological deviations from a flat surface profile seems to
inevitable during epitaxial growth. Upon the fcc→bcc struc-
tural transformation the rms roughness increases drastic
from a value as low as 0.15 nm at 34 ML thickness to abo
0.3 nm at 50 deposited monolayers.

LEED studies

The structural transformation from fcc to bcc around
ML coverage is further substantiated by LEED patterns
shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~d!. Figure 5~a! shows thep(131)
pattern of the clean Cu substrate observed subsequent to1

sputtering and annealing at 873 K. It is noteworthy to co
pare the LEED pattern@Fig. 5~b!# obtained for a 44 ML film
of Fe and Cu on Cu~001!. The still sharpp(131) pattern is
identical to that of the Cu substrate which confirms that
multilayer growth proceeds with an fcc structure. Howeve
distinct change is noted for the 50 ML Fe-Cu film@Figs. 5~c!
and 5~d!# which shows a (331) reconstruction characteristi
for a Pitsch orientation30 of the bcc lattice on the fcc lattice
in ~001! orientation. This is in accordance with the morph
logical change noticed from the STM image for 50 M
Fe-Cu film.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE Fe-Cu MULTILAYERS

MOKE hysteresis loops recorded in longitudinal geo
etry are shown in Fig. 6 for a total o
6 ML5~Cu/Fe!3 /Cu~001! and in Fig. 7 for a total of

FIG. 5. LEED pattern~a! of a clean Cu~001! at 156 eV showing
a p(131) structure,~b! of a 44 ML Fe-Cu multilayer stacking stil
showing a clear fcc long-range ordering~note the sharp spots!, ~c!
and ~d! of a 50 ML Fe-Cu film show a typical (331) reconstruc-
tion characteristic for a Pitsch orientation of a bcc lattice on an
lattice at 68.5 and 90 eV, respectively.
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20 ML5~Cu/Fe!10/Cu~001! multilayer. Both figures show
the temperature dependence of nearly rectangular hyste
loops with an in-plane easy axis of magnetization while th
is no component of spontaneous magnetization perpendic
to the film plane. The onset of this in-plane magnetizat
was measured for the basic unit of a double layer Cu/Fe
Cu~001! too, but only at a much lower temperature of 50
The coercivity,Hc of these films at low temperature is in th
range of 15–30 Oe.

From the temperature dependence of the saturation m
netization~Figs. 6 and 7! the Curie temperatureTC for each
multilayer stacking has been determined. The thickness
pendence ofTC is shown in Fig. 8. The lowestTC of a Fe-Cu
multilayer stacking we measured was 225 K for 3 ML. For
ML ( n51 bilayer! only the onset of in-plane magnetizatio
could be observed but for aTC determination the signal wa
too low and unstable. In Fig. 8 we have added aTC value of
110 K for 1 ML Fe on Cu~001! deposited at RT by PLD,

c

FIG. 6. MOKE hysteresis loops versus temperature for a 6 ML
Fe-Cu film on Cu~001! measured in in-plane geometry.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of in-plane hysteresis loop
a 20 ML Fe-Cu stacking on Cu~001!.
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taken from a unpublished study.34 Extrapolating the mea
suredTC downwards we estimate aTC for 2 ML of about
130 K. With increasing thicknessTC varies systematically
Up to 10 ML (n55 bilayers! TC continuously increase
reaching a saturation value of 400 K. Between 10 and 34
(n517 bilayers! TC is practically constant and fluctuate
around the average value of 400 K by65 K. This value of
TC can be reproduced and determined without causing i
versible changes of the ordered alloy by interdiffusio
Above 34 ML, there is a large discontinuity inTC and it
exceeds above 500 K which is beyond our heating capabi

A plot of the measured MOKE signal at a fixedT/TC ratio
versus the number of stacked monolayers is presented in
9. The values are taken at reproducible optical condition
the in-plane geometry and are consistent with a sele
number of saturation values measured in standard polar
ometry ~near normal incidence! in the magnetically hard di-
rection. Thus it became possible to compare the magne
tion with earlier results on Fe grown on Cu~001! by thermal
deposition and transformed into the bcc phase, which
known to assume the high spin state of 2.2mB per atom. Our
metastable multilayer FeCu alloy exhibits a linear increase
its saturation with thickness reaching a value for the b
transformed film at 50 ML~corresponding to 25 ML of pure
Fe! which matches the extrapolation of the saturation m
sured for the 14 ML thermally deposited pure iron

FIG. 8. Curie temperatureTC versus total number of Fe and C
stacked layers on Cu~001!.

FIG. 9. Saturation magnetization as inferred from Kerr measu
ments in longitudinal geometry versus multilayer film thickness
L
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Cu~001! within the limits of accuracy of the present me
surement~610%!.

DISCUSSION

Epitaxial ultrathin films of Fe on Cu~001! represent one of
the most studied systems for magnetism in reduced dim
sions because of the richness of different structural and m
netic phases depending on thickness as well as on ex
mental conditions.32 However, usual thermal depositio
techniques at room temperature or low temperature do
result in a true 2D growth of the first monolayer which is
prerequisite for the fabrication of alternatingly stack
monolayers of Fe and Cu in an artificially orderedL10
phase. Therefore we employed PLD to force tw
dimensional growth of alternate Fe and Cu monolayers
RT.3 RHEED oscillations~Fig. 2! recorded during growth
and STM images@Figs. 3~a!–3~c!# prove, that stacked mon
atomic Fe-Cu multilayers grow almost in a perfect layer-b
layer mode from the beginning. Although with increasin
thickness up to total of 34 ML the roughness of the surfa
increases, mainly three atomic levels are exposed at the s
time. This is also evidenced by the measured rms surf
roughness~Fig. 4! which increases monotonously between
and 10 ML and thence fluctuates around 0.14 nm involvin
maximum of three atomic levels. Up to almost 50 ML ove
all thickness RHEED oscillations and STM images do n
show any morphological changes, that means a cons
growth of an ordered superlattice. At 50 ML a drastic chan
in surface morphology is observed@Fig. 3~d!#. The formation
of ridgelike 90°-oriented islands of substantially high
roughness indicate a structural transformation from fcc
bcc in this thickness region.

This fcc to bcc transformation is proved by LEED~Fig.
5!. Thep(131) pattern of the clean fcc Cu~001! substrate is
maintained up to total of 44 ML with no visible deterioratio
of the sharpness of the spots. This indicates that the st
two-dimensional growth mode of atomic multilayers resu
in a perfect fcc structure.

However, around 50 ML thickness the LEED patte
@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!# suddenly changes to a (331) recon-
struction. This can be interpreted by a structural phase t
sition from fcc multilayers to bcc multilayers or Fe precip
tates. The (331) LEED pattern corresponds to a Pitsc
orientation in which~011! planes are parallel to~001! fcc
planes and one@112# bcc overlayer direction parallel tô110&
fcc substrate directions.29,32 This structural phase transitio
manifests itself also in the sudden change in the morphol
from a nearly layer-by-layer growth to a ridgelike appea
ance consisting of two 90°-oriented domain systems wit
remarkably increased roughness. Why the structural tra
tion from L10 to bcc just arises near 50 ML thickness is n
known. One can speculate that with a mean roughnes
three atomic levels at the surface as well as in the bu
layers of the multilayer system the probability of short c
cuits between adjacent Fe layers increases with the
thickness. Short circuits mean local percolations of Fe lay
normal to the layer stacking at which the transition from t
L10 structure to the bulk bcc Fe phase could start far be
50 ML. At around 50 ML the structure of the surface laye
then becomes predominantly bcc. The morphological a
-
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8554 PRB 58S. SUNDAR MANOHARAN et al.
structural studies can be summarized to give a consis
picture of a metastable orderedL10 phase of the artificial
FeCu alloy up to about 50 ML by employing the PL
method to enforce an improved layer-by-layer growth.

To start the discussion of the magnetic properties of
artificial fcc FeCu alloy we remind the reader that althou
the Fe-Cu~001! system is well investigated it is one of th
most complex magnetic ultrathin film systems. By emplo
ing PLD as a deposition method we add aspects to the
ready known richness of structural and magnetic phases.33 A
1 ML Fe film on Cu~001! deposited by PLD at RT~which
cannot be produced by thermal deposition because of
initial bilayer growth mode! shows an out-of-plane magnet
zation as measured by MOKE in polar geometry.34 In a the-
oretical calculation35 this perpendicular magnetic anisotrop
was predicted to hold up to 4 ML Fe and with decreas
anisotropy switches to in-plane anisotropy at around 8
Fe. This behavior could be confirmed by PLD deposited
films33 however, the spin reorientation already occurs a
ML. In another calculation of magnetic anisotropy energ
in the Fe-Cu~001! system36 the always positive band energ
favoring the perpendicular orientation of magnetization w
found to be too small to compensate the negative contr
tion of the magnetostatic dipole-dipole energy, therefore
in-plane magnetization was predicted for any Fe layer thi
ness. This contradicts the theoretical result of Ref. 35 as
as our finding below 2 ML.34 1 ML Fe covered by 1 ML Cu
represents the basic unit of a bilayer of our artificially o
dered alloy stacking for which we measured the onset o
easy axis of in-plane magnetization. This is contrary to
predictions of out-of-plane magnetization for the Fe-
double layer of both theoretical calculations.35,36 Once the
in-plane magnetization is established in the basic unit
would not expect any change in the direction of magneti
tion because of the increasing influence of the shape fa
and the decreasing influence of the interface anisotropy.
deed we measure clear in-plane loops~Figs. 6 and 7! with
full remanence and relatively small coercivities of 15–30
up to a thickness of 34 ML. The change from out-of-pla
easy axis for 1 ML bare Fe to the in-plane easy axis for
bilayer unit ~1 ML Fe capped by 1 ML Cu! indicates the
strong influence of a nonmagnetic capping layer on ani
ropy which was found also in other systems.37

The thickness dependence of the Curie temperature~Fig.
8! clearly shows the general behavior of linear increase
saturation correlated to the reduced dimensionality in ul
thin films.38 The saturation value of 400 K already achiev
tu
s
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at 10 ML (n55 bilayers! and then remaining constant up t
34 ML in our single-crystallineepitaxial alloy matches with
an earlier result for a Fe50Cu50 polycrystallinealloy film de-
posited by high rate sputtering.10

Up to a thickness of 34 ML the magnetic properties co
relate with the morphological and structural properties, i.e
layer-by-layer grown artificially ordered FeCu alloy with a
fcc L10 structure shows one ferromagnetic phase with a u
form in-plane easy axis of magnetization. The nature of
magnetic phase between 35 and 50 ML is not known, ho
ever, beyond 50 ML the highTC of above 500 K is corre-
lated with the stable bcc Fe structure.

From the linear behavior of the saturation magnetizat
~Fig. 9! one can also conclude about a single magnetic s
of the Fe atoms within the whole thickness range betwee
and 34 ML (n51 – 17 bilayers!, the magnitude of which
corresponds to the high moment state of bulk bcc Fe.

SUMMARY

Multilayers of a metastable fcc FeCu alloy in theL10
structure were produced using pulsed-laser deposition
stacking one monolayer of Fe and one monolayer of Cu
ternately onto Cu~001!. Morphological studies by RHEED
oscillation measurements and STM images indicate that
ordered Fe-Cu multilayers grow in a nearly perfect layer-b
layer mode with an initially increasing but then consta
roughness involving a maximum of three monatomic leve
Multilayers up to 44 ML thickness have fcc structure
proved by LEED. Starting with the basic unit of one Fe-C
bilayer up to a thickness of 34 ML (n517 bilayers!
magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements~MOKE! show
ferromagnetic hysteresis loops with an in-plane easy axis
magnetization. The coercivity remains as low as 15–30 O
The Curie temperatureTC increases linearly from about 13
K at 2 ML (n51 bilayer! to the saturation value of 400 K a
10 ML (n55 bilayers!. Above 44 ML the surface morphol-
ogy changes to a ridgelike appearance connected with a d
tic increase of roughness for which LEED pattern revea
structural transition from fcc into bcc with a Pitsch orient
tion, at the same timeTC jumps up beyond 500 K at 50 ML
thickness.
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